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One of the greatest
pleasures in life
is dining well.
The best part of my day?
Dishing up a good meal.

Independent and assisted living choices for today’s senior.

2290 Henry Ave. Sidney | 250.656.8827
peninsulanorgarden.ca

John, Sous Chef, has been with us
for 5 years. He’s happiest when his
efforts are rewarded with an empty plate
and full smile.

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED by THE TIDMAN GROUP

PREPARED FOR: NORGARDEN PUBLICATION: SENIOR LIVING_”JOHN” INSERTION DATE: TFN 2013
SIZE: 7.25” X 4.75” PREPARED BY: BRAVO ADVERTISING 250 590 1169
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Best Value
on the Island!
Kathy created a classic trinity
style ring using white gold and
3 stones given to her as a gift
from her son.
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Custom Design
EXPERT

Whether you want to create something new, customize
an item from our in-store selection, or upgrade something
of yours, trust the experts at Barclay’s.

BARCLAY S
FINE CUSTOM JEWELLERS

COURSE
CEDAR HILL GOLF C
250.475.7151
1400 Derby Ave. Pro Shop 25
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106-2187 Oak Bay Ave. 250-592-1100
barclaysjewellers.com
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It’s not the years in your life that count...
It’s the life in your years.
– Abraham Lincoln

The road to old age can be
challenging in so many ways...
Let Sidney SeniorCare ensure a
smoother, more comfortable
journey with grace and dignity,
while maintaining your
independence; allowing you
to ﬁnd joy in special moments
and live life on your terms.
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Call now for your
FREE consultation!
9752 Third Street, Sidney
250-656-7176 or 250-589-0010
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Flexible service
24 hrs a day, 7 days a week!

#209 – 2250 Oak Bay Avenue
JUNE 2013 3
778-433-4784 or 250-589-0010
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Spring Island for a women’s retreat in front
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26 From LA to Up the Lake

A senior couple from LA ditches the big city
lights for the calm serenity of life at Powell Lake.
Cover Photo: Travel journalists John van den
Hengel and Enise Olding in a tuk tuk on their way
to lunch with a local Chinese family. Story page 6.
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THE FAMILY CAREGIVER

Respite: Getting the Break You Deserve

A

re you tired and exhausted from looking after your
family member or friend? Does it seem like forever
since you’ve had a break? Respite is the break you
get when you allow someone else to temporarily take over
your caregiving duties. Respite helps prevent caregiver burnout and permits you to continue caring for as long as possible.
It gives you a chance to recharge, get your errands done or
take a vacation.
Respite can take many forms. What one caregiver sees as respite may not be what another considers taking a break. In the
book This Day is For Me, Silver Donald Cameron says, “The
key element is that respite is determined by the caregiver’s voice
and choice.” For one caregiver an hour-long walk in the park
may be all she needs to refresh. For someone else, a two-week
cruise is what is needed.
For respite to be replenishing, you need to be able to let
go of thinking about the other person and remind yourself
that they are being taken care of. Maybe not in the same way
you would – but they will be okay. They may even benefit
from interactions with different people. You will return reenergized. Everyone will benefit!
Respite can be both formal and informal. Formal respite
through Home and Community Care at your local health authority may be available in the form of an Adult Day program, home
support or a short-term admission into a residential care facility.
Similar services are also available through private home support
agencies and care facilities for a fee.
If you think of “respite as an outcome,” any activity that al-

lows you to experience down
time from caregiving will work
to provide respite. You can be
creative in choosing what might
work best for you:
• Lunch with friends
• A day of golf
• Taking the dog to the beach with
BY BARBARA SMALL
your grandchildren
• A neighbour playing cards with your spouse/family member
while you go out
• Reading a good book in the backyard
• Having someone stay overnight, so you can sleep through the
night
• Trading homes for a weekend with a family member. They take
over the caregiving and you can relax.
You may also experience a feeling of respite by having someone take over some of the chores around the house – gardening,
grocery shopping – so you are able to mentally scratch that off
your ever present to-do list.
Think about what would personally bring you a feeling of
SL
respite, and then implement it!
Next month: Aids to Help with Independence
Barbara Small is the Program Development Coordinator for
Family Caregivers’ Network Society located in Victoria, BC.
www.familycaregiversnetwork.org

The Family Caregiver column is brought to you by the generous sponsorship of Saint Elizabeth
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Nationwide Benefits for all Canadian Residents
Easy to enroll and only $4.95 per month.

$25,000 in TAX FREE BENEFITS
$5,000 in FUNERAL EXPENSES
$25,000 in IDENTITY THEFT BENEFITS*
*Monitored comprehensive benefit can be added for as little as $4.45 per month.

495PLUS Includes:
Rehabilitation Benefit
Occupational Training Benefit
In Hospital Confinement
Bereavement Benefit
Special Education Benefits
Guaranteed Acceptance (Ages 0-90)
No Medical Exam or Tests
No Agents will visit
Accident & Living Benefits
*495PLUS includes additional
enhancements. Visit 495plus.ca

495PLUS will also provide:
Will & Power of Attorney Kits, plus Airline
Compassionate Travel Form & CPP Statement Forms.

Call 1.800.899.5199
or visit 495plus.ca
SAVE 10% OFF Vacation Travel Coverage (up to $5,000,000) to age 89
with the purchase any 495PLUS benefit. Must be purchased online at ccpp.ca

All benefits are Federally and Provincially Licensed/Regulated & Approved. Benefits are provided by companies with more than ‘130
years’ experience. AD&D Benefits - limitations, restrictions and exclusions may vary by Province. Policy booklet outlines 495PLUS benefits
including (Accidental Death & Dismemberment plus all extensions). Additional Enhancements for all benefits are available.
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Travel Feature

The Middle Kingdom
BY ENISE OLDING

Twenty years ago, a small group of women from British Columbia went on a trip to China specifically to
meet Chinese women working in science, at home, in politics, on farms and in factories; and to tour several
parts of the country. It was an eye-opening trip of a lifetime. Visiting today’s China on a 12-day tour of the
Middle Kingdom with friends from Victoria turned out to be yet another trip of a lifetime. For the author, it was
meeting the new China while turning back the mental clock to recall an earlier visit.

A

12-day trip to China might not sound very long but it
included the highlights of Beijing, Xian, Hangzhou,
Suzhou and Shanghai. Having our own small bus and
driver for transportation, easy access to historical sites, informative guides and all arrangements for entertainment, dining
and accommodation made in advance made it easy.
As in 1992, this recent visit started with a trip to the world’s
largest square, which is still full of people marveling at the vast
space, and with Chairman Mao’s portrait looking upon it all.
There is a military presence, but the overall atmosphere is one
of relaxation with visitors taking photos, admiring the monuments and groups of youth preparing for National Day celebrations. The massive digital display and a huge peony floral setting are big draws as assemblers work on the displays with TV
crews, police and buses in attendance.
The cheeriness of the place today is in sharp contrast to the
somberness of 1992 when, recent history in mind, visitors were
trickling back to China from the West and the Chinese were
discovering their own country. Then, the square had long lines
of people snaking slowly to view the body of Chairman Mao
in his mausoleum, herded along by grim-faced, drab-clad officials. Being photographed in Tiananmen Square was just as
popular then as it is now.
No matter when, it is an unbelievable thing to find yourself walking on a small portion of the 3,500-mile-long Great
Wall built in the 5th century BC with ongoing centuries-worth
of construction. The unspoiled immensity and solidness of the
structure really does help the visitor begin to understand the essence of this ancient country.
However, it was somewhat startling to see a bride and groom
in full Western bridal regalia posing for photos on the steps to
one of the guard towers. Probably a fashion shoot because the
bride reappeared in a scarlet red dress. Later, we learned that
couples choose historical sites for their wedding photos and the
bride often wears nine or more different outfits for the event.
There are plenty of souvenir and artifact options displayed
in a rambling succession of shops outside of the edifice, so the
Great Wall experience is one that remains as unspoiled as it was
20 years ago.
This leg of the trip also included visits to the 9,999 room
68
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Forbidden City, where 24 emperors ruled the Middle Kingdom
from 1420-1911. Knowing that, until 1949, only a select few
could enter the symbolic centre of the Chinese universe, it is
with a sense of privilege that many can now do so. Apart from
the leveling off and smoothing of some of the entrance walkways and the addition of five-star toilets, available to some visitors, things remain relatively unchanged.

Old Shanghai market offers both excellent shopping
and people-watching opportunities.

A trip on a rickshaw through the hutongs [narrow streets or
alleys] allowed for a glimpse of Beijing’s past. Shops crowded
onto shops, alleys twisting in all directions, red decorations for
National Day brightening the entire experience; and people
talking, relaxing, working, arguing and carrying on as they have
done for eons. A home-cooked meal in a family’s hutong home
was a real treat and, although this type of thing is done for the
tourist, how else would one be able to have such an experience
on a short visit to China?
Being able to go into someone’s home and share food, have
conversations and exchange thoughts with them, even briefly,
is a particularly warming experience. Personal interactions such
as this one, and the hospitality offered by a retired army official
and his family 20 years previous remain fond memories.
No trip to Beijing would be complete without Beijing Duck

WWW.SENIORLIVINGMAG.COM

Xian’s Terra Cotta Warriors admired by millions

and this was enjoyed, as always, seated at
a large round table with dish after varied
dish being served, and endless questions
being asked, while the dishes continued
circling around the table, as to what this
or that was, how did it taste, and is there
more beer – a scenario that could have
taken place any time during the previous
two decades. As too are the trips to the
Jade store, a walk along the Sacred Way
of Ming Tombs, the Temple of Heaven;
but not, of course, the visit to the 2008
Olympic Games Bird Nest building.
In Xian, the past is very much the
present. The nine-mile-long city walls
form a rectangle around the city centre.
Glimpses of the wall and city gates are
enjoyed in passing, although the surrounding traffic constantly clogs the
scene, and construction is ongoing in every direction. Walking leisurely on that
wall 20 years ago, there were wonderful
glimpses of small courtyards surrounded
by dwellings with trees in blossom, their
branches overhanging tiled roofs, offering a view of peaceful simplicity.
In this area are the magnificent Terra
Cotta Warriors and Horses, one of modern
China’s greatest archaeological discoveries, unearthed in 1974 by locals digging
a well. For over 2,200 years, the life-size
figures and carriages were silently guarding the tomb of Qin Shi Huangdi. Over
7,000 soldiers, archers and horses have
been found in a series of three pits, and
the work continues.
The figures, whose clothing and equipment are intricately detailed, were once
brightly coloured and, although these faded upon exposure to the air, some figures
do retain traces of paint. The sheer size of
the find, vastness of the pits with row upon
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July 7, 21, Aug 25,
Sept 8, 15, 22, Oct 6

Spend 4 fabulous nights on the
“Cape”. Take a Whale Watching cruise
in Provincetown, board a ferry to
Martha’s Vineyard for an island tour,
travel to the oldest town on Cape Cod
and enjoy a tour of Boston, and that’s
just a few of our planned activities.

Mari�mes Explorer 8 Days
July 20, Aug 17, Sept 12

Bringing the culture of the Maritimes
alive for you on this tour of Atlantic
Canada. Enjoy the scenic Cabot Trail
on Cape Breton Island and cruise
across the Northumberland Strait to
P.E.I where you will enjoy a fabulous
lobster dinner these are just a few of
the highlights of this tour.

Newfoundland 8 Days

July 8, 22, Aug 5, 19 Sept 3

Newfoundland has so much to offer
for your ultimate “Rock” experience.
Come join us as we experience the
true Newfoundland lifestyle and
culture.

For more informa�on and
pricing on these tours call your
local Travel Agent
Hanover Holidays 73-14th Ave
Hanover On N4N 3W9
For a free brochure 1-800-265-5530
info@hanoverholidays.com
www.hanoverholidays.com
TICO # 1158989
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tation, which is set amidst the lush hills
outside Hangzhou made sure everyone
knew just how good the tea is, how it is
grown, cultivated, prepared and packaged.
Samples and instructions on the correct
way to view, taste and drink the beverage
were offered, and it would come as no surprise that things around the tea ceremony
haven’t changed.
The “Venice of the East” is often used to
describe the 2,500-year-old city of Suzhou.
It is a place with canals, traditional gardens and famed for silk production. Many
boats ply the waters, taking tourists along
the old waterways to glimpse the ancient
homes that overlook the canals. Nothing
much seems to have changed here in the
last couple of decades except that the boats
are larger, have engines, and some of the
canals are lined with attractive restaurants.
The upcoming National Day red lan-

A beautifully dressed newlywed couple.

terns add a festive air to the whole experience. Incongruously, there is a large karaoke stadium on one of the banks, given that
a couple of decades ago karaoke, singing
and ballroom dancing were very popular and seem to have become more so…
enough to warrant such a building.
What a delight it was to return to the
Garden of the Master of the Fishing Nets
dating from 1140. Suzhou is renowned for
its gardens, which link the concepts of scenery and serenity using the four elements:
rocks, water, plants and architecture. What
an eye opener it is to have a knowledgeable

Photos: Enise Olding

New England/Cape Cod 7 Days

row of silent figures is awesome. Conservation is in progress, and broken figures are being painstakingly restored.
The courtyards and buildings of the
complex housing the archeological sites
are immense, with floral displays and
imposing steps leading to entrances. A
large restaurant, interpretative centre,
signage and all other modern facilities
make a visit here most enjoyable. Visitors can now view how replica figures
of all sizes are made, and can even have
one made in their own image.
Bronze, headless figures are there for
you to stand behind, stick your head up
and have your photo taken as a pseudo
warrior. Even the farmer upon whose
land the warriors were discovered is
there to sign his books.
Imagine not being able to take photos
when visiting the one and only discovered pit Number One and being restricted to only getting a shot of a glass-encased sample, or buying postcards. That
was how it was in 1992, when the site
was very much an archeological one,
and viewers were moved along quickly.
How fortunate that more of the past was
to be revealed in the future and made
more widely available for relaxed viewing and studying.
An old Chinese saying goes: “In
heaven above there is paradise, on earth
there is Suzhou and Hangzhou.” West
Lake is surrounded by gentle hills and
the willow trees offer shade, gardens
with pools brimming with goldfish are
shaded by trees and grasses; there are
bridges, pagodas and boats plying the
water. The atmosphere is casual and
relaxed; everyone appears to be happy
and it’s hard not to be so in such lovely
surroundings.
Our group photo shot lures passersby
to join in, so that eventually the group
gets really big and the tour guide ends up
taking nearly 200 shots on one camera
– everyone is laughing. The brides and
grooms are here too, beautiful in their finery and posing for their photographers and
everyone else. It is perhaps more appealing today because of the natural harmony
that imbues all those who are there.
Dr. Tea at the Dragon Well Tee Plan-

guide explain the subtleties of the many aspects of this small
but exquisite garden. Such information during a previous visit
helped form an appreciation of oriental gardens and design, and
coming back again was no less enlightening.
No trip to China would be complete without a visit to a silk
mill or factory. The fascinating step-by-step process from worm
to cocoon to spinning to silk fabric is shared with visitors who
can also handle the worms as they munch their way through
succulent mulberry leaves.
The threads from the cocoons are spun on huge machines
overseen by dexterous operators, and while there must be many
more such machines somewhere out of sight, there are only a
few on operational display. The end products are magnificent to
behold and the store in which they are displayed is large, bright
and uplifting with an obvious pride in process and product.
Recollections of the silk factory visited back in 1992 conjure up Dickensian visions. When the guide was asked why the
workers didn’t wear ear protection against the horrendously
overwhelming noise of the machines, he simply said, “They get
used to it.” The products were exquisite, but the displays were
a bit of an afterthought and it seemed that catering to interested
visitors was not a priority.
Driving into Shanghai is like entering a science fiction outer
space cityscape. It is breathtaking to see the vast network of
roads and overpasses, and even more so to experience being
driven on them. After plunging into the immense underground
highway system, we eventually emerge surrounded by a myriad
of sparkling, modern buildings in very creative styles.
Shanghai’s famed Bund is where people have always gathered and sauntered, taking in the sights and sounds of the city
and the river. It is as popular today as ever, and is shoulderto-shoulder people at night during National holidays. Daytime
sees visitors from all regions of China, families and groups
of friends walking along enjoying the floral walls and garden
beds, and generally taking in the river scenes where everything
from cruise liners to coal barges glides by.
Being whisked up in a soundless, motionless elevator to the
top of the 1,380 foot tall Jinmao Tower is a bit breathtaking
and can leave one a bit wobbly catching up with the rapid altitudinal change. The view from the top is incredible and a jolly
atmosphere pervades the entire floor as people hang red silk
tassels and tags, having first written down their private wishes
on them, on the central tree.
The old Shanghai Bazaar and the Shanghai Museum, both
in their own way, provide even more information about China’s culture, past and present. In a typical juxtaposition, the
ultra-modern museum houses antiquities so rare they are hard
to comprehend; the old Shanghai Bazaar houses just about anything you’d want from souvenirs, to fresh pearls, barbecued pig
parts to the latest trends in fashion accessories.
Unchanged are the delightful interactions with Chinese
people. In a local park, there are people dancing to many different types of music from swing to country, playing musical
instruments and singing opera or the latest rock songs, having
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heated discussions and just celebrating the National holiday.
What fun it is for everyone when some Western visitors join
in the dance. How interesting it is when a group of old men
in a heated debate stop to listen in amazement as one of them
breaks into perfect English to talk with the visiting Victorians. Taking photos of all of these things, people come up to
have their photos taken too. Everyone studies the digital results and laughter breaks out all around.
It wasn’t much different when the women’s tour visited
with a group of female officials and the male guide left the
room. Questions changed from statistics to “how old are you
– you all look the same to us” “how many children do you
have” “who does the housework if you are all professional
women” and “how many times have you been married” the
honest responses brought forth incredulous looks and gales of
laughter. These moments of happy connection are the stuff of
which all valuable memories are made.
A whirlwind trip to China ends aboard the world’s fastest magnetic levitation train, the Maglev, which takes only a
few minutes to cover the 20 miles to the sleek, ultra-modern
airport. China in 12 days is barely scratching the surface, but
it fills the senses to overflowing and there is an inkling of
understanding as to who and what makes up that huge and
SL
fascinating country.
For more photos and links for IF YOU GO, visit www.seniorlivingmag.com/articles/middlekingdom

scotiabank presents:

“Another great trip
yesterday. I loved
the entire day.”
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“Good food, good
company and a
fabulous tour guide!”
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- Linda (Vancouver)

- Mary (Surrey)
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Travel Feature

THE BEST KEPT SECRET IN
THE FRASER VALLEY

Rowena’s Inn on the River at Pretty
Estates Resort in Harrison Mills.

I

’m rolling along Highway 7 deep in the Fraser Valley
with a grin on my face. It’s early spring, sunny and
warm. The air smells of renewal, and it’s so calm at
8 a.m. the reflections in the sloughs are picture-perfect. Past
Mission today, the countryside resembles a Constable painting; fat cows munch on lush grass, goats browse around barns,
and the mountains creep closer.
Instead of driving to Harrison Hot Springs as most tourists
do, I turn left at the sign to Hemlock Valley Ski Resort. Within a
kilometre, I arrive through wrought iron gates at the Pretty Estates Resort in Harrison Mills, the best kept secret north of the
Fraser River. The forested property sweeps down from the road
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BY JULIE H. FERGUSON

and opens up to the unspoiled Harrison River that is flowing
fast and full today. The view gobsmacks – fairways and greens
along the water’s edge, a restaurant tucked in the trees, and a
boutique inn. Why hadn’t I stopped here before?
This idyllic resort is the creation of the Pretty family who
has lived here for nearly a century. Around 1920, they bought
the secluded 160 acres for a dairy farm to augment the family
businesses and as a holiday retreat. Charles Nelson Pretty soon
built a huge house on the farm to accommodate his growing
family permanently. The estate and Harrison-Agassiz region
provided many adventures and happy memories for the four
siblings as they grew to adulthood.

WWW.SENIORLIVINGMAG.COM

After his death at 102, Charles’s still-living children, Betty
Anne and Ivan, accomplished a long-held dream – that others
could experience the paradise they had enjoyed for over 70
years. In 1995, they converted their beloved home into a luxury
inn and named it after their sister Rowena who had lost her life
in a car crash. Then they turned the farmland into Sandpiper – a
stunning 18-hole golf course. Rowena’s son, Chris Lepine is
the general manager of the resort, and Betty Anne still plays an
active role in its administration.
“You’re an hour early for your tee time,” the pro shop tells me.
“Is it your first time?”
“Yes.”
“Would you like a tour?” My eyes light up.
Alan whisks me away in his golf cart. He’s a player’s assistant at Sandpiper and sets the tone for my visit. Everyone here
is genuinely keen to make my experience special. Alan shows
me the course, while giving me tips on how to play some of the
holes. Sandpiper’s front nine winds amongst towering Douglas
firs, but it is the more open back nine that has four spectacular
holes running along the banks of the Harrison River. We drive
by the restaurant and around the inn and its pool. Alan even
takes me inside one of the log cabins.
As I play Sandpiper, all I can hear are birds singing and
the plop of my ball dropping into the cup. The fairways are
lush after a wet spring and in excellent condition, though
players using power carts must keep to the path. I enjoy this
uncrowded course, not too difficult and with enough chal-

lenges to keep me interested.
The views through the firs distract me, periodically, but when
I reach Sandpiper’s signature hole, the fifteenth, my scoring
comes undone. The river is cloudy turquoise with snow melt;
the snow-capped Coast Mountains, smoky blue; the old fruit
trees, white with blossom. I inhale spring. Alongside the seventeenth fairway, I find an air strip and a dock that allow wellheeled guests to arrive at the resort by light aircraft or boat. I
struggle to restore my wandering focus and tackle Sandpiper’s
final hole. I manage a par before lunch.
The River’s Edge restaurant beside the inn is set back in the
firs but takes full advantage of the view. My first impression
inside this cozy restaurant is of old world charm – a roaring fire,
wood décor, and fresh flowers – but in high summer, guests
can eat on the terrace. River’s Edge focuses on the best of west
coast food with fresh ingredients mostly from Fraser Valley
producers. I meet the chef and learn that his menu changes with
the seasons and is due for an upgrade.
“I’ll make you the best Crêpe Neptune you’ve ever had,” he
says and disappears into his kitchen.
Golfers will find their post-game favourites on the River’s
Edge menu too, and foodies will enjoy more unusual creations
like fragrant curries and the puffiest Yorkshire puddings anywhere. The dinner menu has more variety and the VQA wine
list offers BC, Washington, and Oregon choices.
I savour every last bite of my fresh seafood crêpe and its
velvety white-wine sauce, but have no room for dessert. That
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menu is tempting, in the extreme, but I resist.
By now, I can’t wait to tour Rowena’s Inn on the River,
which I’d heard about but never visited. The former family
home looks out over the open fairways to the river and mountains beyond. Here the goal is seriously comfortable hospitality
and impeccable personal service.
Inside the inn, I’m transported to a gracious era where
the art of unhurried conversation was encouraged. The main
rooms are elegant and refined, and filled with carefully acquired antiques; natural light pours through the south-facing
windows. In the dining room, I imagine traditional Christmas
dinners and lively family celebrations around a table for 22,
which once seated King George VI.
Upstairs the guestrooms, each named for one of the Pretty
children, are all different. In one, the antique bed of Dame Nellie Melba, the opera singer, takes centre stage. Throughout the
inn, family photographs record their lives and the history of the
estate, which heightens the feeling that it is a real home.
For those desiring more privacy, four luxury log cabins nestle close beside Rowena’s Inn overlooking a small lake. Each
one-bedroom cabin has a river-rock fireplace, a kitchenette, a
double Jacuzzi, and a verandah. The heated slate floors in the
bathrooms are a welcome luxury on cool mornings.
On arrival, Rowena’s guests can experience traditional
Afternoon Tea in the drawing room and anticipate a gourmet breakfast in the inn’s solarium the next morning; the

cabin guests have it delivered to their doorstep. Many honeymooners come for the privacy and relaxation this special
place offers, as well as the pampering. City dwellers come
to breathe pure air, to unwind and to reconnect – no telephones or TVs interrupt guests here.
The Pretty Estates Resort offers an array of adult packages to
meet the desires of guests who prefer a more active stay including golf, sturgeon fishing, and wildlife and ecotours.
Other visitors explore further afield. Winter sports are 20
minutes away from the resort at Hemlock Valley, while, in summer, Harrison Lake offers water sports for all ages and tastes.
There’s hiking in the mountains and cycling in the valley.
History buffs can browse the region’s origins at the Kilby Historical Site and Agassiz-Harrison Museum, and foodies can
sample local produce on the Circle Farm Tour. Perhaps the
most tempting excursion is a soak in the natural hot springs at
Harrison Hot Springs half an hour away.
Me? I can’t wait to sample more of this secret spot – I’ve
booked Rowena’s Bald Eagle package next fall to see thousands of these iconic birds feasting on spawning salmon.
Maybe a Sasquatch will appear, too, because Harrison Mills
has the most sightings of this elusive animal in the world.
SL
Quick! Where are my binoculars?
For more photos, video, IF YOU GO information and additional articles on the Harrison-Agassiz region, visit www.
seniorlivingmag.com/articles/bestkeptsecret
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Travel Feature

Exploring the Thames River Path
Oxford to Windsor

BY CHRIS & RICK MILLIKAN
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Fields of mud and
cows along the
Thames River path.
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O

f Britain’s thousands of footpaths, the Thames
River Path seems perfect for our self-guided
walking holiday. Maps, guidebook and baggage
transfers to pre-booked lodgings make it possible.
So, with our much younger daughter, Jessica, we fit and
feisty seniors travel this national trail from Oxford to Windsor. Shouldering daypacks stuffed with raingear, snacks and
water, we leave medieval splendor for rural choruses of
quacking ducks, caw-cawing magpies and cooing partridge.
At Iffley Lock, a side-path takes us over a stone footbridge
to lovely St Mary’s. “Notice the unique carved figures!” the
pastor smiles. “Our 12th century church retains its original
Norman simplicity.”
Seven-kilometres downstream, Sandford Lock manages
the highest drop on the Thames, its weir known for treacherous undercurrents. An obelisk there memorializes “The Lasher’s” victims. After a brew and breather at King’s Arms, we
continue southward, eventually meandering through a beau-

tiful nature reserve. Kingfisher sightings
ease aching muscles.
Spanning Abingdon Lock, we locate our accommodations down a quiet
road alongside fields of grazing sheep.
Abingdon, England’s oldest continually inhabited town lies minutes across
a multi-arched bridge, first built in 1422.
After finding St Helen’s with its prominent tapered steeple, we visit abbey ruins.
Larger than today’s Westminster Abbey,
Abingdon Abbey dominated this market
town for centuries… until Henry VIII destroyed this and other powerful Catholic
monasteries in 1538. In the village local,
we munch cod ’n chips… and raise our
lagers in praise of today’s 17 kilometres,
our required daily average.
A restful night on Rye Farm restores us.
Amid flower-filled gardens, we relish the
first of many BIG English breakfasts to
come. Light rains force us into waterproof
coats; by midmorning, we’re “snowshoeing” through a “chocolate pudding” of
pasture mire and evading curious cattle.
Passing through innumerable gates, we
slip-slide through wet waist-high grasses
and golden barley fields toward a small
village, looking for shelter and a pit stop.
The downpour increases as tea and scones
revive us at Waggon & Horses. The publican wryly observes, “Yup… you’re seein’
a month’s worth o’ rain in one day! But
y’know, there’s no bad weather in England… just bad clothes!”
Undeterred, we alter our game plan;
a cabbie whisks us to a thatch-roofed
pub in Little Wittenham six-kilometres
away. Ducking under low doorframes
and beams inside the snug Barley Mow,
we soon tuck into jacket potatoes topped
with baked beans and cheese as raindrops
pelt outdoor pavements.
The downpour subsides. Back on another grassy track, we ogle luxury estates
and movie stars’ homes on the opposite
bank. Beyond Days Lock, we help each
other ford deep puddles and navigate
slick sections into Shillingford. Overshooting our stop, we backtrack to Marsh
House and stand bedraggled at the door
of a gracious country home. The innkeeper gasps, “Oh my dears… what’ll we do
with you?” But within minutes, our sop-
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ping clothes drip above bathtubs. As we
play Scrabble, sunshine creates a rainbow
in the garden – a good omen!
Chirping birds herald our third morning. A walled passageway leads on to a
kissing gate, prompting quick smooches!
Six-kilometres of lush green panoramas
later, we approach Wallingford. A dog
walker points out the stony remains of
Wallingford Castle, built by Normans and
later demolished by Oliver Cromwell.
The town square and corn market
building recall Wallingford’s importance
as a major medieval centre. Perked up by
a coffee break, we stroll to King Alfred’s
earthen ramparts once surrounding this
9th century Saxon town and pop into an
adjacent oak-beamed house, now city
museum. One exhibit highlights famed
resident Agatha Christie, who often based
her Miss Marple and Poirot mysteries in
this area. Continuing alongside St. Leonard’s, Wallingford’s oldest church, we
trek downward to the Thames across a
rowing club’s lawn.
Our pathway winds several kilometres
along the river, upward onto a busy road
and down again to Moulsford’s former
ferry crossing where we check out Beetle and Wedge, an early literary hangout.
Before long, we discover we’re not the
only Canadians along the towpath! A local birder explains these huge flotillas of
Canada geese, “We’ve had ’em since the
1800s; those’re molting; can’t fly ’til new
feathers grow in.” Pointing skyward, he
adds, “Once endangered, breeding programs re-introduced those kites!”
Skirting meadowlands, our footpath
tunnels between hedges. Emerging in tiny
Streatley, we enjoy a leisurely supper on
the Swan Hotel’s riverside terrace.
Over the neighbouring bridge, we reach
Goring, south England’s most beautiful
town. Finding the 17th century John Barleycorn Pub, we settle into comfy upstairs
rooms for the night. Sunday church bells
peal joyously as we depart lovely Goring.
Along the river, leafy canopies protect
us from sudden showers. Minutes later,
skies clear, and we’re passing through
Little Meadow’s grasses and ox-eye daisies. As the valley narrows, the Chilterns
rise into the distance. Swooshing cycle

groups share this inland section; like them, we puff up our
journey’s only serious slopes and descend through farmlands
into Whitchurch. A ferryman’s 300-year-old cottage, nowadays the Greyhound, gives us a timely break.
Crossing another stone bridge, we edge along Pangbourne’s water marshes. Brass plaques on wooden benches
quote Kenneth Grahame’s Wind in the Willows. Taking turns,
we dramatize Mr. Toad’s winsome observations of river life.
According to our guidebook, both Hardwick and Mapledurham manor houses on the opposite shore claim to have inspired illustrations for Toad Hall.
Suddenly, a snowy swan nears the bank, circles with
wings regally spread, sweetly beeps and fluffs her tail
feathers! Enchanted by this fluttering fandango, Cheerios
reward her performance. And at the next lock, a chatty café
tea lady tells us: “July’s festival celebrates our royal mute
swans, which are upped, meaning banded by conservation
officers.” While watching sleek riverboats traverse Mapledurham lock, the attendant observes, “Once shipping wool,
timber and stone from the Cotswolds, barges have since become these popular leisure boats.”
The pathway curves upward through neighbourhoods of
charming cottages, tiny gardens overflow with roses, honeysuckle and hollyhocks. We catch a train at Tilehurst; one stop
later, we’re walking through Reading’s historic centre to our
hotel. Nearby, the magnificent 1700s brick Guildhall museum
features Britain’s Bayeux Tapestry and Forbury Gardens lie

adjacent to another abbey’s ruins.
Navigating busy streets the next morning, we return to the
Thames. Among the oaks here, stinging nettles flourish, attack
– and bite! A passerby points out burdock, a natural antidote,
and it quickly relieves irritations. East of Reading, we marvel at countless swans preening near the Thames and Kennet
river junction and cross the U-shaped Horseshoe Bridge. Beyond Sonning Lock, a narrow pathway takes us through St.
Andrews 15th century churchyard. This lovely church incorporates early Saxon-style stonework and carvings.
Back at the water’s edge, fishers sit patiently along the
banks. Across Sonning’s humpback brick bridge, the pathway winds along surprising fields of scarlet and purple poppies and upward onto a busy roadway into Shiplake. A train
takes us to Henley, the river town famous for rowing culture
and Royal Regatta. Following a delightful walkabout, another
train carries us onward to Windsor.
Leaving explorations of Windsor Castle and hallowed
Eton for another day, we celebrate our grand accomplishment
with savory steak and mushroom pie at Windsor’s Trooper.
We toast the Thames, drenched in history, sublime nature and
even patchy rain! Exploring from Oxford’s spires, through
tranquil countryside and ancient towns to Windsor’s pageantSL
ry proves an inspiring undertaking!
For more photos and IF YOU GO information, visit www.
seniorlivingmag.com/articles/thamespath
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Travel Feature

WALKING ON THE EDGE
BY RICHARD NEAL

The Well-Groomed Footpaths of Ucluelet’s Wild Pacific Trail Offer Easy Access to an Extraordinary Wilderness Area
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of the coastline and bonsai-like trees of the adjacent forest.
Many of the diminutive trees that surround me are hundreds
of years old, but the harsh, wind-swept environment has permanently stunted them.
The platforms would provide ideal lookouts for viewing grey
whales that will soon swim by just a few kilometres offshore,
but I’ve arrived a couple of weeks before the start of their spring
migration. I scan for seals, mink or otter frolicking in the surf,
but the only wildlife I observe are a lone osprey and the omnipresent seagulls and eagles.

Photo: Richard Neal

A

s I motor into the town of Ucluelet on Vancouver
Island’s west coast, I’m assaulted by the bite of salt
air. It’s a rare sunny day in February, so the threehour drive along the winding Pacific Rim Highway from
the island’s more heavily populated eastern shore has been
breathtaking. I’ve seen mist-shrouded mountains, pristine glacial lakes, deer casually nibbling along the roadside, and bald
eagles floating in the cloudless sky. But I’m soon to find out
the best is yet to come.
I’m here to explore the Wild Pacific Trail, an 8.5-km
trail system that hugs the rocky southern shoreline of the
Ucluelet peninsula. The panoramic vistas along the easily
accessible pathways here are said to be just as spectacular as those offered from Vancouver Island’s more famous,
and far more challenging, West Coast Trail. Ucluelet’s slogan is Life on the Edge. Today, I’ll be walking on the edge
– the edge of a continent.
The trail is divided into three sections: Lighthouse Loop,
Big Beach and Brown’s Beach. At Brown’s Beach, I stroll
down to the water’s edge and fill my lungs. Other than the
pounding of the waves on the rocks, the only sound is the cry
of gulls that soar above. As I take in the amazing spectacle of
nearby Barkley Sound and the open Pacific beyond, inner tensions disappear. I can almost feel my blood pressure falling.
A path leads me along the shore north for just over a kilometre. Then, I reach new trail sections called Artist Loops,
a series of loops that veer to the rocky coastline from the
main trail located further inland. Locals created these wellgroomed footpaths by hand, taking great care to preserve
the unique plant life. In some segments, I meander beneath
a primeval canopy of old-growth twisted trees with raised
roots covered in mosses, fungi, lichens and giant ferns. In
other parts, I feel like I’m diving through a hobbit tunnel
surrounded by dense foliage.
The marine panoramas disappear briefly only to re-emerge
when viewing benches unexpectedly pop up through the
gnarled branches. From storm-watching decks recently handcarved from ancient spruce and cedar, I witness waves smashing into the jagged stones and surge channels below. Ocean
swells batter reefs further offshore.
The Artist Loops also provide access to five cedar platforms called Painter’s Perches, constructed in areas that offer unobstructed views of the ocean and surrounding landscape. I ascend one of the platforms for a bird’s eye view

The author makes his way amid craggy boulders along Ucluelet’s shore.

A kilometre past the Painter’s Perches, the trail swerves inland and, after a few minutes, I reach the Pacific Rim Highway.
A cycling trail leads back onto town, but I opt to retrace my
steps south along the coastline. In reverse, the seascapes look
completely different, but no less astonishing. Afternoon sunbeams bathe the distant Broken Group Islands in an ethereal
glow. In spite of the brilliant sunshine, the sight of grey waves
spewing mist over the black stones along the seashore reminds
me of a faded black and white movie.
As I take in the dramatic scene, I’m moved to raise my water
bottle in a toast to the architect of this remarkable undertaking.
The Wild Pacific Trail is the brainchild of “Oyster Jim” Martin,
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a local oyster farmer who first pitched the concept to Ucluelet
city council in the early 1980s. He realized from the outset
that a national treasure was being created. When he proposed
the Artist Loops portion of the trail, he was told it would be
impossible to build.
Luckily, Oyster Jim and many other Ucluelet residents,
didn’t know the meaning of impossible. Thanks to their efforts, nature lovers can now easily access a wilderness area
that is a genuine world treasure. The dozens of people I pass
today are of every age and fitness level, but they all have one
thing in common: they look happy to be here.
I hike back to where I started that morning. A short path
leads south to one of the few spots on the Wild Pacific Trail to
offer waterfront access, though the craggy boulders are a far
cry from white sandy beaches. I stand before the sharp, slippery stones that are obviously hazardous, and yet strangely
inviting. My aching knees plead with me to turn back, but I
find myself clambering up the rocks like an aging sea lion.
At first, I’m a little unsure of my footing, but I’m soon
skipping between the rocky outcrops like an adolescent. As I
venture to the water’s edge, I taste salty brine from ferocious
waves that may have started out from Japan. In spite of my
peril, I feel a sense of peace, staring out at the merciless ocean
SL
and walking on the edge.
For more photos, IF YOU GO information and additional
articles on Vancouver Island’s west coast, visit www.seniorlivingmag.com/articles/walkingontheedge
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at Central Park

The Future of Senior Living
Micky Fleming,
President & CEO

Life. Your Way.
For more information call
250-478-4438

VISIT OUR INFO SESSIONS:
June 6, 2 - 3:30 pm . . . . . . . . . Kerry Park Community Center, Mill Bay
June 11, 2 - 3:30 pm. . . . . . . . . . Arbutus Ridge Golf Club, Cobble Hill
June 17, 2 - 3:30 pm . . Best Western Premier Prestige Resort, Sooke
June 26, 2 - 3:30 pm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Alexander Mackie, Westshore
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HOW TO BE A
GOOD TOURIST
BY SUZANNE BULLER
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A Guide to User-Friendly Trails
Go beyond the parking lot and pick up your copy of
“A Guide to User-Friendly Trails” featuring easy-to-use
walking, hiking and wheeling trails in Greater Victoria, BC.

Features:
• Trails suitable to individuals of diverse ages, levels of mobility and
endurance.
• �����������������������������������������������������������������
and amenities to visit.
������������������������������������������������������������������������
���������������������������������������������������������
Download it at www.westshorerecreation.ca/userfriendlytrails
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Developed in partnership with:

t lunch, I ask for a cappuccino. After all, I am
in Italy. The waiter scrunches his nose, says
he’ll bring it and walks away shaking his head.
“What’s up with that?” I ask a friend when you return home.
In Italy, it is considered rude to drink a cappuccino after 11
in the morning. Who knew?
When we finish our meal and are ready to go, we must
ask for the check (il conto). The waiter will not put a bill on
the table unless it is past closing time, it would be considered
rude. When meeting a new person for the first time, a handshake is fine, although Italians who are friends usually greet
each other with a kiss – the left cheek, first, then the right.
My search into etiquette rules for other countries started
with a simple question to my favourite Mexican forum. “When
travelling in Mexico are there any “rules” of etiquette that we
should be aware of in order to make us more welcomed?” This
question sparked a lot of online discussion, and led to some
very interesting and unexpected observations.
In particular, Canadian tourists tend to bring their country’s
flag with them when crossing the border. While most observe
the proper placement of the Mexican flag above their flag,
some do not. All said and done, the majority on the forum,
and some who live there year round, agree that we should not
flaunt our flag in another country.
The other point that was made, and this would apply to any
country you are visiting, would be to try to speak a few words
in that country’s language. The locals appreciate it. I had an
experience at a store, where I was trying to purchase a dress
for a three-year-old. I used the wrong word for “year” and the
store clerk giggled, pointed to her behind, and corrected my
pronunciation. We all had a good laugh and I never forgot how
to say year – and now know the Spanish word for “rear”!
In Chile, you should not put your hands under the table
when eating in company. When smoking, offer a cigarette
to everyone. There is a Chilean saying for those who do not
offer to share: “Did you learn to smoke in jail?” Women in
Chile may be bombarded with catcalls. It is a harmless gesture, and meant to flatter.
When invited to someone’s home, what to bring as a gift
in good taste varies from country to country. In most places, it
would be acceptable to bring flowers, wine or chocolate; just
be careful of the type and colour of flower you bring. For example, in Italy, chrysanthemums are for funerals only. In Mexico, marigolds symbolize death and red flowers have a negative
connotation. The Chinese associate all flowers with funerals.
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When sightseeing at churches in different countries, dress
appropriately. Shorts, sleeveless tops, low-rise jeans, or anything that reveals a lot of skin is not acceptable. Also, to be
safe, skirts should cover the knees. Bring a sweater or shawl
to cover your arms. The shawl can also be used to cover your
head, if necessary.
A little bit of research on the country you are visiting
will give insight to their customs and rules of etiquette. A
fun website to search is www.fekids.com, also known as
“Don’t Gross Out the World.” This site teaches you different cultural customs using a question-and-answer method.
Here is an example:
Q: In a Spanish snack bar, what should you do with your
crumbs, old napkins, food wrappers and other debris?
1) Pile everything up on an empty plate
2) Just throw everything on the floor
3) Use the trash bags provided on every table.
A: In snack bars in Spain, they sweep everything up at the end
of the evening – you are expected to dump stuff on the floor!
Learn a couple of simple phrases such as please, thank you
and you are welcome. A phrase book, along with expressive
gestures will go a long way.
Finally, remember the golden rule. Treat people like you
want to be treated and you will have a fantastic holiday. SL
For more information on etiquette in other countries, visit
www.fodors.com or www.wikipedia.org
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Call now to reserve
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Select
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$

Select
1-bedrooms

* Take posession by July 1st, 2013 and enjoy
these special rates for the ﬁrst 4 months.
Certain conditions apply.

Parkwood Place
3051 Shelbourne St
Victoria

Working together to overcome
ageism. Visit AgeIsMore.com
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Stardom on Salt Spring
BY JANE CASSIE

M
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The author (far right) with
her pals Carol Mores (left)
and Sue Fisher (centre)
aboard BC Ferries.

BC Ferries also arranges the whole meal
deal. Their tantalizing vacation packages include everything from ferry fare
to staying there – accommodations, adventures, activities – the works. And as
well as ferry-accessed destinations, they
offer excursions further afield – whether
it be a guest ranch at Williams Lake or
one of Whistler’s spectacular spas.
For this trip, though, Frog Hollow
Guest Cottage totally filled our accommodation bill. The two-story, self-contained abode, just 10 minutes from Ganges is surrounded by quiet pastures and
a grove of evergreens. And within its
cozy confines, we were provided with
lots of diva-pleasing amenities: movies
for late-night viewing, a private deck
for snacking and yakking, the nearby
hot tub that soothed and soaked, and
a full-course breakfast that fuelled us
three show-boat boomers.
Salt Spring is a haven for diverse
artisans, 34 of whom are listed on the
self-guided Studio Tour, and with time
WWW.SENIORLIVINGMAG.COM

Photo: Jane Cassie

y stories have always unfolded in privacy – while
plunked on my duff, in
front of a computer, and usually sporting my red housecoat (a.k.a. Santa suit
to family members). So, when the TV
show, Senior Living On Location, asks
if they can film a few segments of this
Salt Spring women’s retreat and get the
scoop of what it’s like to be a travel
writer, I think about the uncertain variables – facing that omnipresent lens;
camouflaging those 10 extra cameraloving pounds; and having enough time
to include all the things there are to do
and see. Yet, surprisingly enough, once
poised, prepared and wired for sound,
my two gal pals and I take on the challenge and leap into the spotlight.
“Just walk towards the camera,” instructs Director Daniela Cousin, “and
tell us all about this Gulf Island gem.”
While strolling three abreast along the
seaside boardwalk, we instantly go
into chatter mode and rattle off a few
of the offerings. It’s not a tricky task –
the many artisan studios, wine-tasting
vineyards, multi-age adventure options
and cozy accommodations. Asphalt
roads that loop over the island’s hilly
terrain link these tourist treasures together like a big gift basket. And over
the past two days, we’ve been enjoying
a number of the presents.
Our adventure began soon after departing Tsawwassen terminal on the
BC Ferry, Queen of Nanaimo. Under
cloudless skies, we sailed effortlessly
through Active Pass and while islandhopping from Galiano, Mayne and
Pender to Salt Spring were treated to
a visual overload and volunteer entertainment. We all agreed that “this
journey is part of the destination” – especially for the golden-age passengers
who cruise mid-week for free.
We discovered, while en route, that

to spare before stardom, we ventured
out to explore. Our first stop was Sunset
Farm, where shelves were well-stocked
with cozy slippers, socks and sheepskin
rugs; and various cuts of lamb were
freezer-ready to take home.
“We have a women’s retreat staying
on the property right now,” explains
Owner Sandy Robley after realizing
we were three getaway gals. “They’re
learning the entire wool process – from
carding and dying to spinning and knitting it.” After browsing a little more, we
left with a brochure and a cooler stocked
up with chops and sausages.
Heading southbound, we passed by a
string of eclectic studios hosting every
type of talent: painters, potters and fabric makers – even lavender growers. Salt
Spring Island Cheese was our second stop
of the day and another mouth-watering
favourite. Goat and sheep lovers alike are
lured to this picturesque property where,
since 1994, they have specialized in the
creation of handmade cheeses.

After petting the animals, and glimpsing the full production through plate-glass windows, we sampled the treats – everything from feta and hard cheeses, to their specialty Chèvre,
a spectacular goat cheese seasoned with various flavours.
Garlic, chili, lemon, basil – all were sensational. Needless to
say, we left with more than our cooler could carry.
With half an hour to go before show time, we checked out
Pat Webber, a talented potter who molds wonderful shapes
and creatures out of clay.
“I get my inspiration from plants, animals and rocks,” says
Pat, during our visit, “and try to express playfulness, laughter
and joy in all of my work.”
A frog clings to an urn, a gecko clamours over the rim of a
pot, a dog and rabbit enjoy tea time. The intriguing creations
lined the gallery shelves and while chatting about her passion,
Pat went into action by throwing clay onto her potter’s wheel
– as did a group of students in the adjacent room. She offers
workshops throughout the year and, after four days of molding, creating and glazing, every novice potter takes away their
honed craft. Before heading out, we gathered the information
to store away – possibly a future women’s retreat?
“Okay, everyone!” the director commands. “Let’s keep
shooting.” I immediately snap back to reality – leaving my
memories of the past two days behind. Once again, we’re
face to face with the crew and that all-pervading camera.

“It’s time to shop, ladies!” Ahhh… this segment will be a
piece of cake!
The hub of Ganges brims over with tourist treasures and
for the next 15 minutes, while being followed by the lens,
we browse through galleries, check out local apparel and admire handmade crafts. Every Saturday morning from April
to October over 100 artisans and farmers congregate at the
renowned island market to sell their goods. Too bad it’s midweek during this visit!
Our final shoot is at Mistaken Identity, a certified organic
vineyard where award-winning west coast wines have been
mistaken for European’s finest. Owners Ian and Wendy Baker
provide a complete overview of the production process from
barrel to bottle and, after pairing our own picnic lunch with
a few delicious wine tastings, we soak in the setting. The
camera rolls on. We make a toast to long-lasting friendships.
Rows of prolific vines that stretch beyond our patio perch
are backed by Salt Spring’s lush island hills. If TV viewers
didn’t know, they might mistake this scene for a vineyard in
SL
Tuscany or Southern France.
The coinciding episode of Senior Living On Location can
be viewed on CHEK TV on Sunday, June 9 at 4:30 p.m.
For more photos and IF YOU GO information, visit www.
seniorlivingmag.com/articles/stardom_saltspring
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From LA to Up the Lake
BY BARB REES

Wayne and Margy Lutz’s
little slice of paradise.

Photos: Margy Lutz

H

ow does an aeronautics teacher and the director of
technology for a school district from Los Angeles
end up living off the grid on Powell Lake? Sixtyish
couple Wayne and Margy Lutz flew the coop and ended up living
in one of the lake’s float cabins. First, let’s backtrack to see how
these city folks found an isolated community like Powell River.
They love camping, so for many years they flew up the BC
coast finding new spots where they could land their plane and
camp under the wings. The Lutzs spent many happy days on
Texada Island off Powell River.
In 2000, they stopped in Powell River to get fuel and rented
a car to tent one night at Willingdon Beach Municipal Campground. That night extended into a week as the area’s beauty
enchanted them. A drive up the road towards Lund took them to
Y Knot Campground, where they rented two sea kayaks.
They enjoyed it so much that the next time they came to Powell River, they rented a double kayak and spent additional time
exploring the vicinity. They went home to LA enthralled with
what the Powell River area had to offer.
Margy had a two-week holiday coming as a director of technology; Wayne, a three-month holiday as an aeronautic instructor. They came back the next year to explore some more. When
they returned to LA, they discussed at length the pros and cons
of a move. “Could we live in a foreign country? Could we live
somewhere cool?”
The following year saw them spending more time in Powell
River, and that’s when they started looking at homes for sale.
One day, they were sitting on the deck at the picturesque Shingle
Mill Pub and Bistro on Powell Lake watching the parade of peo-

ple coming and going in boats. Inspired to be a part of the lake
activity, they rented a tin boat to explore.
Seeing the many float cabins on the lake struck a chord with
the couple. They asked a local if any were for sale, but were told
there was only one: “But you’ll hate it.” He was right; it was old
with tilted ramps. They saw a sign on another cabin, “Fore Sale.”
And yes, that was the way it was spelled. About four years old,
#3 at Hole in the Wall sat on a cedar log float, which was originally a helicopter landing pad for a logging company.
That beautiful day with their first picnic on the deck they fell
in love. They bought the 675 sq. ft. cabin the first week of their
2001 vacation, then went home. They’d run into a problem. As
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To Move or Not to Move?
A Helpful Guide for Seniors Considering
Their Residen�al Op�ons
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Americans, they couldn’t hold a water lease. It needed a Canadian
company to buy it and, thus, Powell River Books was born. The
second week of their vacation was at the cabin. They give a lot
of the credit to their new friend John for his ongoing support and
help. “He’s become our mentor and friend. The cabin came with
John,” says Margy.
Their big adventure really started in 2005 when they retired.
First stop was to purchase a condo in Bellingham and move up
for six months. In February 2008, they received their Canadian
residency, but they were considered by the locals Powell Riverites
long before then.
Wayne had previously written poetry and two sci-fi books, but,
when they were rejected, he put them away. Moving “up the lake”
was the catalyst he needed to let loose a flood gate of writing about
the region. In his floating writing studio, a boat named Gemini, he
found peace and no distractions. His first self-published book Up
the Lake was followed by nine more in the “Up the” series along
with three sci-fi novels.
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The ﬂoating garden
on a pulley.

Margy loves gardening and posts regular blurbs about her floating home and garden on her blog: www.PowellRiverBooks.com
The garden is built on a cedar log float with deck and raised beds.
It’s on a pulley, so critters can’t munch on it.
Her potato garden is up four flights of stairs to the top of the
bluff. It is watered using gravity feed from barrels of rain water.
They use solar and wind power backed up with a gas generator
and are currently experimenting with a thermo-electric wood stove
generator. A compost toilet replaced the outhouse. Water is hand
pumped directly from the lake. Necessity is the mother of invention, and the Lutzs have certainly become creative in order to live
self-sufficiently 12 km up the lake.
When asked, “What’s the best part of your lifestyle in the cabin?” Margy replied, “We have solitude to read, write, just be ourselves and live a life of simple things. We enjoy the seasons more
at our cabin.”
The Lutzs made an excellent move when they traded the busy
life of LA for the serenity of living off the grid “up the lake.” SL
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For more photos of the Lutzs’ lifestyle, visit www.seniorlivingmag.com/articles/upthelake
WWW.SENIORLIVINGMAG.COM
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READY, SET, GROW
Volunteering

BY JOAN W. WINTER
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Master Gardener Kristin
Crouch teaches school
children about gardening
and growing food.

Photo: Joan W. Winter
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ascinated, a group of children from a nearby school
watch and listen as Kristin Crouch, president and
founding member of Ladner Community Garden
Society pulls from the soil a leafy green plant to reveal a
bunch of healthy white potatoes underneath.
“It’s an eye-popping experience for them,” says Kristin.
“If it didn’t come off the shelf at the grocery store, many kids
have no idea where their food comes from.”
For two hours every second week during the school year,
Kristin and volunteer assistants teach the children about agriculture: plants and seeds, sowing, growing and harvesting.
It’s a time she finds most rewarding. “Teaching them how to
grow their own food and take it to the table is a skill they can
use for the rest of their lives,” she enthuses.
Kristin, also the coordinator for the children’s garden
program at Kirkland House, a Ladner community-restored
heritage home, is passionate about teaching kids the value of
home-grown produce; of knowing what they’re eating, and
about the dangers of pesticides and genetically engineered
food. Having started a school gardening program in Delta,
she would like to see every school have a garden, made and
maintained by the kids. “Healthy eating, of knowing where
our food comes from, teaches good life skills, and was never
more important than it is today.”
Graduate of the Master Gardener’s Association of B.C.,
horticulturist and educator, with a diploma in General Horticulture, Pest and Disease from Guelph University in Ontario, a five-year program completed in 1999, Kristin knows
of what she speaks.
A life-long resident of Ladner, married and mother of four,
she worked part-time at a grocery store in customer service
while her children were young. Always an avid gardener, in
1991 Kristin signed up for the 12-week Master Gardener program at VanDusen Botanical Gardens in Vancouver.
The program is divided into two components: one of
Classroom (Theory); the other Master Gardener in Training
(Volunteer Service). Students of the program must agree to
volunteer 70 hours of their time within 18 months following the course, sharing their knowledge and experience by
providing gardening advice to the public at nurseries and garden centres, and participating in community projects, plant
information hotlines, and writers’ and speakers’ groups. Master Gardeners remain active in the program by completing at
least 15 hours of approved volunteer time each year, plus 10
hours of continuing gardening education.
For Kristin, volunteering is a way of life. So much so, she

encouraged her own children to volunteer for the community
cause of their choice before taking paid jobs. She took the volunteering part of the Master Gardener program to heart, and
has since worked tirelessly at numerous community, and neighbouring community, projects.
Besides starting and running her own landscaping business
and raising her children, Kristin found time to host The Delta
Gardener, a TV show for Delta Cable, a volunteer position
that lasted 10 years. But rather than be a TV personality, Kristin’s interest and passion is in the development and running
of community gardens.
“Community gardens offer benefits too numerous to mention,” says Kristin, “like the opportunity for people who live in
apartments to work outdoors… to grow their own flowers, fruit
and veggies, as well as make friends with like-minded people.
They provide neighbourhood improvement, a sense of community and connection to the environment.”
The idea for a Ladner Community Garden came to Kristin
after touring the Terra Nova Community Sharing Farm in Richmond, BC, which, in 10 years, “rescued” (collected surplus)
and has grown and distributed over 200,000 pounds of produce
to those in need.
“It’s a terrific program,” she says, “all about harvesting and
sharing healthy food, promoting food security, preservation and
sustainability. And about educating youth – over 400 children
visit the farm each year.”
In late 2010, Kristin talked to a friend about the idea of a
community garden for Ladner. A small group of enthusiastic
gardeners met in January 2011, elected a president (Kristin)
and board of directors, and the Ladner Community Garden
Society was formed.
With much helpful support from local government, Kristin
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took on designing the project, organizing the necessary documents and finding volunteer groups to get the garden built.
Once underway, she managed regular board meetings and ongoing maintenance at the garden.
“The response to a call for interested would-be gardeners
and volunteers was amazing.” Kristin recalls. “Fifty people
showed up for the first meeting.”
At the garden site at Holly Park Drive, on 0.4 acres, between 40 and 50 plots were to be made into separate garden
lots, with space allocated for social and educational areas. After the land had been cleared, soil, mulch and lumber for the
raised beds were brought in. Of the 46 allotments worked, 43
of the gardeners had never grown food before – an exciting
learning curve for them.
Soon, an attractive rock garden appeared at the front edge
of the garden, a kid’s educational seating area, a trellised entrance, and a pergola and an herb spiral, made of recycled concrete. Now, well established in its third season, the garden has
flourished. In 2012, over 250 pounds of food was produced and
donated to the food bank.
With the Ladner Garden up and running, Kristin volunteered
her services at organizational meetings with neighbouring
South Surrey Parks at Crescent Beach, and Alexandra Neighbourhood House, mentoring the building of community gardens and children’s and senior’s projects.
She is also involved in a huge agricultural initiative with
Tsawwassen First Nations, a community that hopes to be selfsustaining, producing and selling food and raising livestock.
Despite hip-replacement surgery in January, which slowed her
down only a little, Kristin enjoys it all.
“It’s fun to work with different age groups and learn about
different cultures, share stories, ideas and recipes,” she says.
For passionate gardeners like Kristin, the year begins early.
Some annual events she organizes, such as Seedy Saturday, a
popular event in which enthusiastic gardeners meet to swap and
buy seeds, hear guest speakers, purchase plants and gardening
supplies, were held in February.
In early March, Kristin instructed her Grade 3 students in
making seed tapes – a creative method of planting seeds by
gluing them to paper. Lettuce, carrots, beets; spinach, radishes and spicy salad greens – using dabs of non-toxic glue, the
kids measure out the required planting distance for each seed
type on their allotted four-square length of toilet paper. When
the glue dries, the tapes are carefully folded and labeled until
it’s time for planting. With 979 seeds, the children made 62
feet of tapes for four of their produce beds – food to be donated to the food bank.
March and April work parties at the garden are already underway. The rockery is weeded and plots dug over. Ladner community gardeners, under the able leadership of Kristin Crouch,
SL
are set and ready to grow.
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For more photos and information about community gardens, visit www.seniorlivingmag.com/articles/readysetgrow
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Fit
for the
Adventure
BY EVE LEES

F

Prevent Jet Lag

lying to a different time zone?
Jet lag can leave you feeling
fatigued, affecting the first
few days of your trip. And it creates
other symptoms like dehydration, indigestion, inability to concentrate, disorientation and irritability.
1. Avoid beginning your trip fatigued.
Get organized early and try to rest and
relax the day before you travel. One or

two (consecutive) nights of adequate
sleep will recharge your brain and body
for at least 24 hours. Being irritable and
tired because you were overwhelmed
with last-minute details will amplify
jet-lag symptoms.
2. Dehydration also contributes to
jet lag. Drink water frequently on your
flight. One cup every hour is recommended. Sure, you’ll be visiting the re-

Enjoying the summer?
Why not extend it into winter?
Pre-register now for Merit’s Exclusive Longstay
programs, featuring amazing value for stays of
1 month or longer. Destinations include Croatia,
Tuscany, Spain’s Costa del Sol, the French Riviera,
Portugal’s Algarve, as well as Arizona and Texas.
merit.ca/longstays
Merit Travel Victoria, 3617 Shelbourne Street
250.477.0131 | merit.ca/longstays

Enhancing Lives
Every Day

At Revera – Glenwarren Lodge, we pride
ourselves on providing Person Centered
Care in our comfortable, home-like,
secure environment.
Renovated private accommodations
available. Call today for a tour!
32
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Glenwarren
Lodge
1230 Balmoral Rd
Victoria
250-383-2323
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ON-4499356/4499372 | BC-34799 | QC-7002238 | Canadian owned

stroom often, but it’s good exercise! Avoid
drinking alcohol and caffeine at least 24
hours before, and while on the flight. For
some, these beverages are mildly dehydrating and may negatively affect energy
levels and mood.
3. Prepare for a comfortable flight. Try
to get some sleep. Wear comfortable clothing and footwear. If the airline doesn’t offer pillows and blankets (some don’t for
sanitary reasons), bring an inflatable pillow and carry a sweater for a blanket.
4. As soon as you board, reset your
watch to the time of your destination.
When you land, adapt your habits and
schedule immediately to your new surroundings: Eat, sleep, exercise, etc., according to the new time. Before leaving
on your trip, ask your doctor about your
time-sensitive medications.
5. Food choices matter too. A good
balance of protein to carbohydrate (carbs)
keeps you alert, yet still allows you to
relax and perhaps get some shut-eye on
the plane. A meal high in carbs or simple
sugars (juices, soda pop, chips, snack
bars, cookies and other baked goods) will
leave you feeling drowsy when you arrive
at your destination – unless you burn off
those carbs right away in the gym!
And a meal rich in protein will keep
you too alert to sleep on the flight. Ideally, your meals and snacks should be a
balance of both carbs and a protein-rich
food like eggs, cheese, meats, fish, nuts
or dairy products. Have a sandwich made
of chicken, peanut butter, egg or beef
– or have a piece of fruit with a handful
of nuts. Vegetables alone are also a good
choice with their somewhat balanced ratio
of protein to carbs.
6. Get some exercise on the flight.
Stand up and/or pace the aisles (yes, going to the restroom counts too), as long as
you’re not being a nuisance.
7. If possible, get some sun exposure as
soon as you reach your destination to help
reset your body to the new time zone.
Follow these tips again to avoid jet lag
on your return flight. Have a great trip! SL
Eve Lees was a Personal Trainer and Nutrition Counsellor for 30 years. Currently she is
a Freelance Health Writer and Speaker. www.
artnews-healthnews.com
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BY GOLDIE CARLOW, M.ED

Dear Goldie:
I am a 75-year-old widower in very good health, living in a
comfortable home for seniors. While I am fortunate to be here,
I do not find life very stimulating. I do not have any relatives in
this country, but do meet a few friends at a local club on Saturdays. I also attend church and visit the local library frequently.
I look forward to your reply. –M.C.
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Dear M.C.:
It seems like you are active in your current lifestyle but, obviously, you are seeking a more stimulating environment.
Have you inquired at the local university? Call for information on senior programs. You are fortunate to be in good health
and may be able to participate in Continuing Education.
Figure out what you enjoy doing and then research outlets in
your community to pursue those interests. Good luck!
Dear Goldie:
I have been a widow for five years and need your advice on
how to move on.
My life has always been busy but enjoyable. I worked as a
secretary before and after I married, and raised four children.
Widowed in my 60s, I started working for a local magazine and
still do so. However, I am looking for new interests now.
What do you suggest? –V.P.

“

Photo: Jason van der Valk

ASK
Goldie
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Dear V.P.:
You state that you are looking for new interests; have you
considered college or university courses? They not only stimulate your mind, they could lead to new friendships and, who
knows, a new career.
I suggest you start looking into your options. Create a list of
your interests, and then see what courses are available.
Take your time in deciding, but get the ball rolling now.
SL
Good luck!
Goldie Carlow is a retired registered nurse, clinical counsellor and senior peer
counselling trainer. Send letters to Senior Living, Box 153, 1581-H Hillside Ave.,
Victoria, BC V8T 2C1.
Senior Peer Counselling
Centres – Island

Senior Peer Counselling
Centres – Mainland

Campbell River 250-287-3044
Courtenay/Comox 250-890-0099
Duncan 250-748-2133
Nanaimo 250-754-3331
Port Hardy 250-949-5110
Salt Spring Island 250-537-4607
Sidney 250-656-5537
Victoria 250-382-4331

Burnaby 604-291-2258
Coquitlam – Tri-Cities 604-945-4480
New Westminster 604-519-1064
North Vancouver 604-987-8138
Richmond 604-279-7034
Vancouver West End 604-669-7339
Vancouver Westside 604-736-3588
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604-596-9670

August 9-30; 21 Days

An amazing 14 day land tour into Northern BC, the Yukon and
Alaska plus a 7 day return with Celebrity Cruises from
Seaward. Travel the Alaska Highway in comfort and marvel at
the many treasures of the North. Wild life, history and
adventure await as you travel through the northern wilderness.
Highlights include: Denali National Park, Dawson City,
Whitehorse, Fairbanks, Anchorage and dog sled tour.
$4995 pp. Dble Occ. Bob and Teresa Marshall as driver/escort.
10 seats left ! Price now varies with cruise cabin availability.

Whistler, Barkerville & Kamloops
July 9-13, 2013: 6Days

The scenery around Whistler in early summer is
simply stunning with views of snow-capped peaks
and summer wild flowers. Explore British
Columbia’s Gold Rush town of Barkerville and
enjoy a production at the Royal Theatre. Ride the
“Spirit of Kamloops” train pulled by a restored 1912
steam locomotive. $895 Cdn PP Dble Occ. plus
GST. 6 meals.

Door to door
pick up and return
Reg 3561
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Call for our 2013 Brochure

teresa@pitmartours.com www.pitmartours.com
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Coach and Cruise Alaska

COURAGEOUS and
OUTRAGEOUS
BY PAT NICHOL

BRAIN POWER!

F

or years, we were told that, as
we aged, we lost brain cells.
I don’t know about you, but
this notion terrified me as I added
years. Now we know that not only is
this NOT true, but we keep adding
cells, and links.
Like our bodies, if we don’t use our
brain, it gets flabby. So, how do we keep
our brains adapting and evolving?
Get Active – Regular physical exercise is one of the ways to keep our brains
active. So, we get to improve two areas
of our lives at once. You don’t have to
run out and buy spandex and expensive
shoes, just walk. The weather is getting better. Just do it. During inclement
weather, find an indoor option. Consistency is the key!
Get Social – Make friends; keep
friends; get involved. Studies prove
that we live longer and happier when
we have a good network. Join groups or
clubs that share your interests. Stay connected to family through visits, phone
calls or social media.
Get Busy – Forget the word retire.
What have you always wanted to do?
What talents do you have that could be
shared with others? It’s time to share
them. And it’s never too late to learn a
new skill.
Get Rested – Naps are important. If
you feel drowsy at 3 p.m., take a nap.
Even 26 minutes will be enough to recharge your batteries.
WWW.SENIORLIVINGMAG.COM

Repeat, Repeat, Repeat – Our brains
are programmed (just like the ram in our
computer) to “forget” things in order to
keep what it considers important information. If you want to get information
into long-term memory, repeat it several
times over eight hours.
Use Your Senses – One of my favourite parts of the BC Museum was
on the second floor where the smell of
cinnamon and apple pie wafted as you
entered the area. Listen to music that
touches your heart. Feel the warmth of
the sun on your face.
Follow the example of babies, who
learn by exploring, touching, watching
and experimenting. Learn to indulge
your urge to explore. Maybe it is simply
looking at your family history, trying a
new cuisine or exploring a faraway destination.
Complement each other – I have
no problem seeing the big picture, but
details elude me. So, I make sure I surround myself with people who love
detail.
Laugh – It is like jogging for your
brain. Dr. Seuss says it best: “I like
nonsense, it wakes up the brain cells.
Fantasy is a necessary ingredient in living, it’s a way of looking at life through
the wrong end of a telescope. Which is
what I do, and that enables you to laugh
SL
at life’s realities.”
Pat Nichol is a speaker and published
author. www.patnichol.com

CLASSIFIEDS

$45 for 20 words, $1.75/extra word
250-479-4705 | 1-877-479-4705
ofﬁce@seniorlivingmag.com

PARKSVILLE, VICTORIA AND UCLUELET, furnished vacation rentals. Great
locations, reasonably priced. Weekend,
weekly, by month. Please call Jane at
250-385-5873 or jdewing@islandnet.com

COMPUTER RUNNING SLOW? Experts at Onex Computers provide repairs,
maintenance and virus removal services. Call Kevin at 250-382-6736 or email
onexcom@yahoo.ca

COLLECTOR SEEKING vintage/collectable cameras, binoculars and microscopes. Nikon, Leica, Contax, Rolleiﬂex,
Zeiss, Canon, etc. Mike 250-383-6456 or
e-mail: msymons6456@telus.net

SANDY FOR SENIORS Transportation
to appointments, shopping etc, cooking,
cleaning and odd jobs. Caring, reliable,
honest. Bonded and insured. Please call
250-216-0253.

CARING FOR A LOVED ONE with dementia? You are not alone! Free educational
workshops on dementia & Alzheimer’s. Next
sessions: Tuesday, June 11th & June 18th
1-3pm at Saanich Silver Threads. Evening
Sessions also available. Contact Home
Instead Senior Care for more information
and to reserve your spot. 250-382-6565.

ALWAYS GREAT FEET. Nanaimo’s mobile foot care nurse, John Patterson LPN.
20 years of nursing experience. Home, facility, and hospital visits. Qualiﬁed nursing
foot care for toenails, corns, calluses and
ingrown nails. Direct billing for DVA clients.
250-390-9266.

HEALING FOOT CARE by Nurse Foot Care
Specialist Marcia Goodwin R.N.,B.Sc.N.
35 yrs. Nsg. Experience • Caring • Comprehensive • Professional • Gentle. Please
call 250-686-3081. (Victoria Area)

PERSONALS

DRIVING MISS DAISY VANCOUVER
ISLAND Victoria 250-588-4638 - Sidney/
Peninsula 250-507-2336 - Westshore
250-813-0440 - Qualicum/Parksville 250937-8812 - Comox Valley 250-650-2010
- Nanaimo 250-667-1446.
RUTH M.P HAIRSTYLING for Seniors in
Greater Victoria. In the convenience of
your own home! Certiﬁed Hairdresser. Call
- 250-893-7082.
WANTED: OLD POSTCARDS, stamp
accumulations, and pre-1950 stamped
envelopes. Also buying old coins, medals
and badges. Please call Michael 250-6529412 or email fenian@shaw.ca

THE PAMPER ROOM MOBILE SPA. Manicures and Pedicures offered in Greater
Victoria and Sidney in the comforts of your
own home. Call Jenna 250-360-7793
DEBI’S MOBILE HAIR SERVICES in the
comfort of your home for everyone in your
family. Serving the Victoria area. Please
call Debi at 250-477-7505.

HEALTHY, ATTRACTIVE, SINCERE,
kind, sensitive lady, 70, desirous to meet
like-minded gentleman of character and
integrity, for authentic, caring friendship
Email: coastalconnection@shaw.ca
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Earth’s Option

Cremation & Burial Services
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Explore the Excitement at the Newly Renovated Casa Loma!

Call Leah today to book your personal tour
250.331.4365 All other inquiries, please call
250.331.1183 4646 Headquarters Rd. Courtenay

A Retirement Concepts Community

casalomaseniorsvillage.com
WWW.SENIORLIVINGMAG.COM
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Community Business Pages

Free in-home consultation
Call Cathy: 250-634-3207
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Affordable Services
Customized to Suit Your Needs
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Saint Francis Manor by the Sea
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June 11 & June 18 1-3pm
Call now to reserve your seat!
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Overwhelmed by Moving?
Downsizing Diva Can Help!

�

SOUTH VANCOUVER ISLAND
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Call us for your free consultation!
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15% Discount

* On Murchie’s branded products

For our valued senior customers on
the first Wednesday of the month
Visit us at 1110 Government Street, Victoria BC

Phone: 250-383-3112
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Our friend and columnist Gipp Forster passed away on April 15, 2013.
The following is a letter from Gipp’s wife Donna – in response to the outpouring of support she has received since his passing.

Dear Everyone who follows Gipp’s column:

I

thank you for your wonderful
comments and love for Gipp,
not just his writings but for

NORTH VANCOUVER ISLAND
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him.
Gipp was everything his words
relayed. He was the most gentle
man I have ever known. He had a
beautiful soul and I love him very
much and will carry his love in my
heart forever.
He loved to write for Senior Living, finally he had an outlet for all
those wonderful and humorous
memories.
He would remember them as they
were and relay them to us in a way
that only he could.
I believe you would all agree that
he had a way of choosing words that
we could relate to no matter what the
subject. He would laugh and, at times,
shed tears for the sadder memories.
Each Remembrance Day brought
a new memory of that time in our life
and the pain for those whose loved
ones never came home and for those
who fell and those who bought their
wounds home whether physical or
emotional.
I loved the way he would present his columns for special days. He

�������������������������
�������������������������
by Gipp Forster
A collection of Gipp’s humorous and
nostalgic columns. A wonderful read
for yourself, and Reflections,
����������
a thoughtful gift
and Other Breakfast Foods
for friends and
family members.

was an amazing and gifted writer and
could turn out his ramblings like no
other I have ever seen.
Gipp was a direct descendant of
Robbie Burns, and he would always
say to me that half of Scotland was.
Gipp’s illness was very difficult.
He chose to handle it with God’s
leading, and suffered for a very
brief time.
Gipp may be gone, but his writings are still with us and many have
not been printed yet, so I pray that
will still happen. I plan to try and
publish a book of his short stories.
You all made him so happy when
you wrote or called him and expressed joy at his column. I thank you
for that. I must confess many of the
things he said I did, I did. But some
he just wanted to have some fun with
you – and me.
It would be my pleasure to answer
any questions you have.
Gipp loved writing and you accepted his columns with such gratitude and grace. Trust me when I tell
you he was happiest when he was
writing for all of us in Senior Living.
My heartfelt thanks again for loving and caring for him,
Donna

“Reflections” MAIL-IN ORDER FORM
Name_____________________________________
Address___________________________________
City______________________________ Prov ____
Postal Code____________ Ph _________________
____ BOOKS @ $14.65 each = $_________ (incl. $3.95 shipping & GST)

Limited Edition

Make cheque payable to Senior Living
MAIL TO:

128 pages

$10

+ GST & SHIPPING
MAGAZINE

A Collection of Published & Unpublished Writings
by Senior Living Columnist Gipp Forster
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Reﬂections
THEN & NOW

I

f I had my way, I’d do away with
old age. Not the years, just the
disintegration that years seem
to cause. Fading elasticity in arms and
legs; muscle becoming mush; brain
power settling for less activity in its
search for comfort and contemplation.
People wouldn’t be able to judge
our age by looks, but by our wisdom
and high counsel. Our seriousness and
not our giggles. Our regal bearing and
not our faded tattoos.
I’d do away with shrinkage too! I
miss those two or three inches I once
had in height. Granted, I tried to hold
on to them by storing them on my
waist until I could put them back in
their rightful place. But now they’ve
become comfortable in what I considered to be a temporary spot. They refuse to budge!
I don’t think anyone should ever
have to go bald unless by choice. I think
a full head of hair should be compulsory
for men like it is for most ladies.
I think the only stoop old folks should
have to face would be the one on which
they sit on a warm summer evening
greeting neighbours as they pass by.
I most certainly would do away
with dentures and hearing aids and eye
glasses (unless, of course, they really
improved a person’s looks).
Old age certainly delegates more
quiet than noise, and more thought than
actual adventure. But I think a person,
no matter how many years collected,
should have far more to look ahead to
than to look back on. I mean, after all,
if we have lived enough years to consider ourselves what we call “mature,”
we should have the muscle and the
stamina to truly exercise it. Truly enjoy, eliminating the “stupid” we have
gathered along the way.
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Unfortunately now, when
most of us think we are truly
ready to “get up and go,” all
the signs say “stop, sit down
and relax. You can no longer
BY GIPP FORSTER
do this or that or whatever the
young or near young do without loss of breath.”
Just when we get used to driving with a warm smile: “Just waiting on
comfortably, we are told to park the God, my son.” Just waiting on God! She
car because it has too many miles and called all men and boys she met “son”
is no longer safe.
and all women and girls “my child.”
The mind, as a rule, has no wrinTime finally beat her down, but oh
kles, isn’t bent and doesn’t walk slow. what a battle it had in finally winning
It’s usually as vibrant – if not more so it. She was special, and even her years
– than 30 or more years ago when no had become her friends.
mountain was impossible to climb. It’s
So, once again, I say “down with
the body that refuses to continue the old age!” Hooray for determination,
journey. It’s the body that sighs. It’s even if time does yawn. I know it’s
the body that becomes the enemy.
useless and foolish to say such a thing.
Time, I believe, is really a conspir- Nevertheless, it is fun saying it and
acy. It snips off a section of life and pretending, for a moment, that time
leaves a year in its place. Naturally, the and years stop to listen and take we,
more years we gather, the less youth who by youth’s standards are considwe have… at least physically. And, ered ancient, seriously. I guess, in a
through it all, time just grins and shrugs few years, what I think or others think
off our complaints. Time is not only a will not matter. Probably don’t now!
conspiracy; it’s a dictator, as well!
But new recruits wait on the perimOh, we try to combat it in our own eter to take our place and our commeager little ways. Plastic surgeons get plaints, and run with them, just as we
richer and faces get tighter and tighter do now. To quote wise old Solomon in
until skin gets so stretched, it could be the Bible, “Everything under the sun is
used as a drum. Some fat people get meaningless… like chasing the wind.”
slimmer, and thin people remain thin (Ecc. 1:14 NLT Version)
people, and thin lips become like two
But I think I’ll continue to chase the
blooming buds.
wind. Can’t do it with my legs, anyNevertheless, wrinkles still come more, but I can with my mind.
in search of a home and, although
Nothing wrong with my mind. It’s
SL
they have to work much harder on a still young!
stretched face, they still come!
A few years ago, I – along with so
Sadly, Gipp passed away on April 15,
many others – lost a dear friend to the 2013. He left us with some unpublished writravages of time. She was 105 years ings, so we are honoring his love of Senior
young. When I would ask her over the Living and its readers by continuing to pubyears how she was, she would answer lish his work for as long as we can.
WWW.SENIORLIVINGMAG.COM
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DOWN WITH OLD AGE

Your reason is sound.
Everyone has their own reason for wanting to hear
better. Whether it’s staying connected to the subtle
sounds of nature or just hearing the voices of loved
ones clearly, we can help.
Book a complimentary hearing screening today and try hearing aids
for two weeks at no cost, and no obligation.*

We are proud to recognize our national partners.

With 45 convenient locations throughout British Columbia, call
1.800.563.4327 (HEAR) or visit us online at connecthearing.ca
to book an appointment at the clinic closest to you.

The reasons to come see us can be found on your morning walk.

VAC, WCB accepted.
* Registered under the College of Speech and Hearing Health Professionals of BC. No fees and no purchase necessary. Complimentary Hearing
Screenings are only applicable for customers over 50 years of age. See clinic for details. ®CAA and CAA logo trademarks owned by, and use is
granted by, the Canadian Automobile Association. ™ CAA Rewards is owned by, and use is granted by, the Canadian Automobile Association.

Live Well. Age Well.

LEGION MANOR VICTORIA
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Carefree Activities, Outings & Great Meals
Call for a Lunch & Tour Today!

A Great Place to Call Home
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ALEXANDER MACKIE
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Retirement Community

Call 250-478-4888
753 Station Avenue, Victoria
www.hayworth.ca
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Looking for

fun in the sun?

The summer is just
better with friends.

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

Our spacious one bedroom suites are
going fast. Move in today and start
experiencing The Royale Touch!

Call today to
reserve a tour
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SUITES STARTING AT

$2,500/MONTH

604.944.2341
The Royale Astoria
www.theroyale.ca
2245 Kelly Avenue
Port Coquitlam, BC V3C 0B1

